ALUMADECK

Affordable | Maintenance Free | Integration | Custom Design

1.800.755.3365

sunspacesunrooms.com

AlumaDeck
Being the most versatile choice when it comes to
decking, Aluminum allows our product to be watertight,
slip and weather resistant, without sacrificing strength or
quality. Essentially maintenance free for the course of its
life. AlumaDeck will not rust, crack, fade or degrade from
the elements or UV exposure like wood, plastics or
composites would. Being a thermal conductor, it also
does not hold heat like other materials, always feeling
cool to the touch and is fire safe up to 1,220˚f (660˚c).
Best of all it’s Green! Free from harmful toxins; it will not
impact the environment and can be recycled. Suitable for
home, cottage or commercial use, AlumaDeck can be
integrated with a variety of Railing and Sunroom
products and is guaranteed to outlast any wood,
membrane or plastic based products.

Available AlumaDeck & Stairs Colors
Features & Benefits
Planks up to 22’ Long
Planks are 6” width
Self-Spacing, Watertight design
No difficult clipping system
Powder coated with a non-slip finish
Spans between joists up to 32”

Grey

Cedar

Weathered Wood

Sand

Maintenance free
Fire Resistant No Warping, splitting or
cracking

AlumaDeck

Stairs

Extrusions
Stringer/
Caps

No Mold or Mildew
Stair Tread

Saltwater tested
Environmentally Friendly, Non-toxic
Watertight

Wooden Structure Underside

Aluminum Structure Underside

Aluminum Structure Underside

Decking

Nosing

AlumaDeck Stairs
Both versatile and strong, Sunspace AlumaDeck Stairs
are built to last, while looking great. Made from
aluminum, they are essentially maintenance free and
will not rust, crack, fade or degrade from the elements
or harmful UV from for the life of the product. A
watertight seal and non-slip treads will help prevent
slips/falls, while aluminum being a thermal conductor
allows the stairs to stay cool to the touch, and fire safe
up to 1220°F (660°C). Best of all it’s Green! Free from
harmful toxins; it will not impact the environment and
can be recycled. Our AlumaDeck Stairs are excellent
for a wide variety of applications and can be perfectly
paired with any of our railings.

Features & Benefits
Self-Spacing, Watertight design
No difficult clipping system
Powder coated with a non-slip finish
Maintenance free
Fire Resistant No Warping, splitting or
cracking
No Mold or Mildew
Saltwater tested
Environmentally Friendly, Non-toxic

AlumaDeck Stairs

Technical Specs for widths & Heights

Stair Rise Max 5’2”
(Before extra supporting)
Min 3.5’ Width
Max12’ Width
Tred Depth 12”
Rise 5” - 7-7/8”

Our service has been ranked amongst the best in the industry since 1991, with thousands of very satisfied
customers who now enjoy their homes even more. By approaching every project with professionalism,
craftmanship, dependability and the highest levels of quality control, Sunspace and their Authorized Dealers
ensure that your sunroom will be a worry free experience from start to finish.
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